ABSTRACT To ensure an efficient coverage and allow transparent mobility, it is common to find a number of access points (APs) deployed in the neighborhood of each other in current WLANs. A mobile terminal (MT) often has multiple potential APs that it can connect to, and the selection of an appropriate AP becomes an important factor affecting both the network performance and user experience. This paper proposes a new AP selection scheme, which is based on the analysis of achievable normalized throughputs (ANTs) that the MT could obtain in the network. Specifically, we first compute the normalized throughput that characterizes the channel competition among multiple basic service sets (BSSs) as well as MTs within the same BSS. By evaluating ANTs in situations where the MT associates with different APs, the most appropriate AP for the MT can then be selected. Then, we present the implementation of the proposed AP selection scheme under the SDN-WiFi framework, in which the AP selection process can be performed in a software manner. The experimental results show that our computations on ANTs are of high accuracy and the proposed AP selection scheme can achieve a better performance than the existing schemes in terms of both the quality of service of MTs and the fairness among MTs.
I. INTRODUCTION
As the future trend of urban development, smart city mainly focuses on applying the next-generation information technology to all walks of life to afford a better quality of life. In smart city, to provide many functions of service systems (e.g., mobile wireless video surveillance, mobile video conferences, and emergency telecommunications), it is expected that millions more Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) will be built. During recent years due to the increasing number of mobile devices and the prosperity of mobile Internet applications, WLANs have been going through an explosive growth.
Among the existing wireless technologies, IEEE 802.11 [1] is the de facto standard in WLANs, which is used mainly in the infrastructure mode where a mobile terminal (MT) has to associate with an Access Point (AP) to connect to Internet. More and more organizations/institutions deploy a number of APs to provide ubiquitous Wi-Fi services. Thus, in our daily life it is common to find a number of APs deployed in the neighborhood providing Internet services simultaneously, and each MT can select one of them to access the Internet. On the other hand, the co-located APs also cause interferences with each other and may work under different workload. The selection of an appropriate AP for the MT to associate with will affect the user experience of the MT and even the performance of the whole network. This paper investigates the AP selection scheme to achieve better quality of service (QoS) and improve the system performance based on an analytical framework.
In current practical WLANs, the AP selection procedure is performed by the MT. By either active scanning or passive scanning, the MT obtains a list of candidate APs and usually selects the AP with the strongest Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI) to access. This AP selection method is called as APS-RSS (AP Selection based on Received Signal Strength). MTs cannot obtain desired service qualities in APS-RSS because nearby MTs will simply pick the same AP (with the largest RSSI) which leads to intense channel contention. Furthermore, APS-RSS is also confronted with the problem of imbalance load among APs [2] , where some APs serve a number of MTs while the others are lightly loaded or even idle.
Although RSS is an important factor affecting the data rates of the MT, there are some other important aspects an AP selection method has to take into account, such as the load and achievable airtime occupancy of the APs. Observing this, several prior works [3] - [15] designed new AP selection methods and examined their performances.
Different from most prior works, this paper proposes a new AP selection scheme based on achievable normalized throughputs (ANTs) and implements it under the Software Defined Networking (SDN)-WiFi framework. By evaluating ANTs in situations where the MT associates with different APs, the AP with the highest ANT is selected for the MT.
The basic observation behind AP selection based on ANT (APS-ANT) is that in densely deployed WLANs, APs are co-located with each other and compete for airtime usage according to the IEEE 802.11 DCF mechanism [16] . An AP and MTs associated with it constitute a Basic Service Set (BSS). In channel contention process, some BSSs may be in an adverse position and obtain few chances to occupy the channel. Furthermore, even within a single BSS, MTs will also compete with each other for channel access. Thus, the channel competition among both inter-BSS and intra-BSS should be taken into account when selecting an appropriate AP for a MT, and the normalized throughput is such a performance metric with both kinds of channel competition considered.
In APS-ANT, we first analyze the normalized throughputs of an entire BSS when competing for the channel with other BSSs. With reasonable system parameters, the normalized throughputs among BSSs could be computed based on the ideal Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) network (ICN) model proposed in [17] . Then, by adopting the Bianchi's model [18] , we can analyze the channel competition and packet collisions within a single BSS. Through the above two steps, the normalized throughputs a MT can obtain by associating with different APs can be computed. Finally, the AP which the MT can associate to and obtain the highest normalized throughput is selected.
Importantly, to evaluate the performance of APS-ANT in practical WLANs, APS-ANT is implemented under the architecture of SDN-WiFi [19] . In SDN-WiFi platform, APS-ANT is implemented in a software manner as an application program running on top of the controller. When a MT wants to connect to WLAN, it first performs the active scanning process by broadcasting a ''Probe-Request'' message and then waits for the ''Probe-Response'' message. After that, the controller (the APS-ANT program) will select an appropriate AP for the MT. Different from traditional networks in which all APs hearing the ''Probe-Request'' message will response, only the selected AP that will serve the MT will apply with a ''Probe-Response'' message, then the association process can be initialized. Experimental results show that our computations on ANTs are of high accuracy, and the proposed APS-ANT scheme can achieve better performance than the existing schemes in terms of both throughputs of the MTs and the fairness among MTs.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• Observing that the channel competition affects the system performance when selecting an AP for the MT. We propose a new AP selection scheme based on achievable normalized throughputs. The normalized throughput is a performance metric that takes the channel competition among both inter-BSS and intra-BSS into account. By evaluating ANTs in situations where the MT associates with different potential APs, the AP with the highest ANT is selected for the MT.
• We analyze and calculate ANTs by two steps. The ANTs among BSSs are calculated according to the network contention graph based on the ICN model, and the ANTs within a single BSS are considered by adopting the Bianchi's model. And the accuracy of the calculation is validated by simulation results.
• We implement the proposed APS-ANT in practical WLANs under the SDN-WiFi platform. In the platform, the AP selection process is run in a centralized manner without the need for network probing and metric measurement. And the implementation does not require any modifications on the MTs. Furthermore, the messages introduced by APS-ANT are transmitted through wired lines and do not cause a significant overhead. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Related work and system model are introduced in Section II and Section III, respectively. Section IV proposes our AP selection scheme, APS-ANT. Section V describes the implementation of APS-ANT based on SDN-WiFi. Experimental results are presented in Section VI and finally Section VII concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Among the different management operations in the IEEE 802.11 standard, the association between MTs and APs is a key step that has an important impact on the user experience as well as the system performance. To mitigate the disadvantage of APS-RSS, many strategies have been proposed, including the distributed approaches [3] - [10] and the centralized schemes [11] - [15] .
Since APS-RSS has the tendency to cause load imbalances among APs, several other metrics in addition to the signal strength were utilized in the AP selection process for better performance. Xu et al. [3] used the number of MTs that are currently associated with AP as the AP load, and proposed a scheme to inform users the available bandwidth when selecting a specific AP. Ernst et al. [4] proposed solutions using multiple metrics, including signal strength, data rate and delay. In [5] , MTs were allocated the same bandwidth and max-min fairness among users was achieved.
Observing that how interference affects the network performance should be taken into account when selecting AP for MTs, Kim et al. [6] proposed to select an AP that contains the least interference level compared to others with different number of communicating devices. Chen et al. [7] designed a collaborative filtering recommendation-based AP selection strategy in WLANs with differentiated access services, and an analytic hierarchy process (AHP) was leveraged to optimize the AP selection metric with multiple objectives for different users.
The channel resource occupancy is another frequently used metric in AP selection schemes. Sun et al. [8] defined the channel utilization as the ratio of required bandwidth to estimated available bandwidth, and proposed an AP selection scheme based on available bandwidth. Touati et al. [9] modelled the joint resource allocation and user association as a matching game and proposed a game-theoretic approach to improve the efficiency. Derakhshani et al. [10] modeled the Enhanced Distributed Channel Access (EDCA) protocol with a 3-D Markov chain and established the relationship between the transmission probability of a STA and the EDCA parameters, then proposed an algorithm to reach the optimal solution by applying monomial approximation and geometric programming iteratively.
In these distributed approaches, decisions are generally made by the user locally and selfishly. Since the selfish behavior often did not converge to the optimal equilibrium, many researchers focus on designing centralized approaches that make decisions based on global information. Tang et al. [11] proposed to allocate bandwidth according to the users' requirement and then select an AP that can satisfy such demands. Gong and Yang [12] proposed to estimate the throughput of heterogeneous clients and then select an AP to enhance aggregated throughput and balance load among APs.
Raschellà et al. [13] proposed to select an AP based on the fittingness factor which is a metric reflecting the suitability of the available spectrum resources to the application requirements. Raschellà et al. [14] proposed a centralized network framework of the AP selection based on SDN and considered the QoS requirements of the user's data flow. Chen et al. [15] studied the client association problem in the Software-defined WLAN with new features, then proposed two low complexity heuristic algorithms based on an unsaturated and heterogeneous Markovian analytical model.
Our proposed APS-ANT is different from the above works in three aspects: i) We adopt a proactive and computational method to select an appropriate AP for each MT, without the need for network probing and metric measurement. Thus, APS-ANT has a faster decision process and is not affected by measurement fluctuations. ii) We consider the real normalized throughput a MT could obtain under the IEEE 802.11 DCF protocol, including both the inter-BSS and intra-BSS channel competition. A proactive and accurate computation of normalized throughput a MT can obtain under the IEEE 802.11 DCF is the basis for a MT to have good QoS. iii) APS-ANT is implemented in a practical WLAN under the framework of SDN-WiFi. The AP selection process is run in the SDN-WiFi controller and it is transparent to MTs. That is, no further modifications to the MTs are required, which keeps good backward-compatibility with legal WLANs.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
In this paper, we consider a WLAN in which several APs belong to the same network service provider. As shown in Fig. 1 , all APs connect to the SDN-WiFi controller through the wired network. To provide seamless coverage, it is common to find the coverage areas of APs often overlap and a MT in the overlapped areas can access the Internet through more than one AP.
Let M be the set of APs in the network, and the set of MTs that are associated with AP i is denoted by M i . We assume the number of MTs which are associated with AP i is n i , and denote the set of APs that MT k can associated with by C k . That is, MT k is within the coverage areas of APs in C k .
Recall that the IEEE 802.11 DCF (i.e., the CSMA/CA protocol) is the mostly used MAC-layer protocol, we assume that all APs and MTs adopt CSMA/CA to compete for channel airtime usage. To select an appropriate AP for MT k to associate with, the normalized throughputs MT k could obtain by connecting to different APs in C k should be analyzed first. Since the normalized throughput MT k could achieve is determined by both the inter-BSS and intra-BSS channel competition, the computation of normalized throughputs among BSSs as well as within a single BSS will be demonstrated in Section IV.
IV. AP SELECTION BASED ON ANT
In this section, we first present the basic idea of the proposed AP selection scheme, and then demonstrate the details of APS-ANT.
A. MOTIVATIONS OF APS-ANT
In CSMA wireless networks, MTs must compete channel airtime before transmit messages. There are complicated interactions and dependencies among links when they compete for channel airtime, and links between MTs and APs in CSMA wireless are prone to starvation [20] .
A MT sometimes should not associate to an AP with the strongest RSSI because the AP is in an adverse position VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 2. Example of the AP Selection Scheme based on ANTs.
when competing for channel with other APs. To select an appropriate AP for the MT, the performance of the MAC layer should be taken into account. To further motivate our design of APS-ANT, two examples illustrate the importance of ANT in AP selection process.
The first example is the three-AP network shown in Fig. 2 . We assume that AP1, AP2 and AP3 use the same channel. MTs 1-3 and MTs 4-6 are associated with AP1 and AP3, respectively. Next we consider the AP selection for MT7. As shown in the figure, MT7 is within the communication range of AP2 and AP3. If RSS or the number of associated MTs is the decision-making basis, MT7 will select AP2 to associate with. However, by analyzing the competition and interaction among links based on the CSMA protocol, we can find that the best choice for MT7 is AP3. The reason is that in the channel competition, AP2 and its associated MTs are in a less-favored situation and only win little channel occupy time. MT7 cannot access the network with enough airtime under typical protocol settings if it is associated with AP2.
Another frequently used metric in AP selection schemes is the number of MTs that are currently associated with the AP. This metric describes the load of each potential AP. MTs associated with the same AP also compete for the channel based on the CSMA/CA protocol. The number of active competing MTs affects the ANTs of each MT. In Fig. 3 , most of MTs will associate to AP1 under the APS-RSS scheme. However, since all MTs compete for the channel within the BSS, the packet collisions will appear more frequently and the ANTs of a single MT will be rather poor, which leads to a poor QoS for MTs associated with AP1. Hence, it is important to take the number of MTs into account when designing a reasonable AP selection scheme.
Combining the above two effects, we derive a metric, ANTs, for AP selection. The ANT for a MT is the achievable normalized throughput of the MT when the MT is associated with the given AP. By comparing ANTs in situations where the MT connects to different APs, the most appropriate AP could be selected. Specifically, we take the channel contention mechanism in the MAC layer into account to get the ANTs of a MT. Simulations show that the APS-ANT improves not only the QoS of MTs but also the overall performance of the entire network. 
B. ANALYSIS AND COMPUTATION OF ANTS
In Section IV-A, we have demonstrated that to select an appropriate AP for a MT, it is important to evaluate its ANTs in situations where the MT is associated with different APs.
In a large-scale WLAN, the ANTs of a single MT is related to two factors: i) The ANTs of co-channel BSSs when these BSSs are adjacent and compete for the channel based on the CSMA/CA protocol (i.e., inter-BSS competition). ii) Packet collisions and channel competition among MTs within the same BSS (i.e., intra-BSS competition).
Thus, the ANTs of a MT could be computed by two steps:
Step 1: Compute the normalized throughputs of BSSs In a practical network, the distance between APs is usually much longer than that between a certain AP and MTs associated with it. Thus, an AP and all MTs associated with it could be regarded as a short-link for the purpose of simplifying the computing of the normalized link throughput. All cochannel short-links (i.e. BSSs) compete for channel access opportunity based on the CSMA/CA protocol, and the ANTs of each short-link could be analyzed using ICN model which is based on the CSMA/CA protocol [17] .
Specially, we use the network contention graph G = (V , E) to describe the carrier-sense relationships among BSSs. The vertices are used to represent the links (i.e., BSSs in our model), and the edges are used to describe the carrier-sensing relationships among links (i.e., e ij = 1 represents the nodes in BSS i and BSS j can sense each other).
Let s i = {0, 1} denote the state of BSS i, where s i = 1 indicates that a certain node is transmitting packets in BSS i, and s i = 0 indicates that all nodes (including AP and MTs) in BSS i are in the backoff process or frozen process. Then we can use s = s 1 s 2 . . . s N to denote a feasible state of the whole network, where N is the number of BSSs.
Under the ICN model, the set of feasible states of the network, S, are consist of all independent feasible states of the network contention graph. Furthermore, the stationary distribution of the state s = s 1 s 2 . . . s N can be computed by
where Z = s∈S ( j:s j =1 in s ρ j ) to make sure s P s = 1, and ρ j is the access intensity of BSS j.
It is important to note that in the original ICN model, the access intensity of link j is the ratio between the mean packet transmission time and the mean backoff countdown time: [17] . In this paper, we treat BSS j as a short-link, but actually it contains several links between the AP and MTs. In a single BSS, at most one MT can transmit messages with the AP at a certain moment, therefore, without considering the interactions of MTs in a single BSS (the intra-BSS channel competition will be analyzed in Step 2), the ρ j of BSS j can be calculated by
where ρ jm is the access intensity of link m in BSS j.
Combining (1) and (2), we can compute P s and get the normalized throughput of BSS j as
Step 2: Compute the normalized throughput of a MT within a BSS In Step 1, a BSS is regarded as a short-link, and the interactions and dependencies among BSSs are analyzed based on this property. Then, the normalized throughputs distributions of BSSs could be obtained based on the competition mechanism and the CSMA/CA protocol.
Within a BSS, multiple MTs are close to the AP. In this case, packet collisions caused by simultaneous transmission of MTs become non-trivial. We adopt the Bianchi's model [18] to analyze the saturated throughput and packet collision probabilities of multiple MTs in a single BSS under the IEEE 802.11 protocol.
We assume that all MTs in the same BSS can sense each other. The Bianchi's model constructed a two-dimensional Markov model to analyze the saturated system throughput of a BSS under the IEEE 802.11 DCF mechanism. It made the following assumptions: i) the saturated network condition, which means the transmission queue of each MT is always nonempty; ii) an ideal channel condition.
According to [18] , the normalized throughput of BSS i can be computed by Table 1 lists the definition of notations to compute the normalized throughputs.
The probability τ and P tr can be computed by
and
where W and m are parameters specified by the IEEE 802.11 standard. 
where th i is the ANTs of BSS i when taking the BSS as a short-link. th Bi is the ANTs BSS i can obtain without considering the inter-BSS channel competition. And n i is the number of MTs currently associated with AP i.
C. AP SELECTION BASED ON ANTS
Through (7), we can get the ANTs of MT k obtained from candidate AP i. And the problem of the AP selection for MT k is transformed into finding the maximum ANTs. Assuming AP s is selected, the ANTs of MT k obtained from AP s should satisfy the following constraints th ks = max(th ki ), ∀AP i ∈ C i (8)
V. IMPLEMENTATION OF APS-ANT UNDER SDN-WIFI
In order to implement APS-ANT in a real WLAN environment, we deploy the SDN-WiFi platform [19] and add APS-ANT into SDN-WiFi as an API. Fig. 4 demonstrates the architecture of SDN-WiFi. It is composed of three planes: data plane, control plane and service plane [21] . The data plane consists of a number of thin APs that are responsible for data forwarding. The control plane contains a SDN-WiFi controller (i.e. POX, Floodlight etc.) implemented in a personal computer which runs Ubuntu 12.04 LTS. The service plane contains a variety of applications such as association control, load balance, seamless mobility management and so on. These applications are installed in the SDN-Wifi controller and provide multifarious and customized services by modular APIs. In SDN architectures, the controller communicates with the data plane through a south-bound protocol, and provides northbound APIs for application developers [22] .
Our APS-ANT is implemented as an application in the service plane, and all APs are designed to support common APIs. Based on several applications, the controller can collect necessary information (such as the network data rate, the number of associated MTs, etc.) from APs and runs APS-ANT to select the AP for newly-coming MTs, then sends control messages to APs through wired lines. It can be seen that our implementation does not require any modifications on the MTs.
To manage the association relationship among APs and MTs, the concept of Virtual Access Point (VAP) [23] is used. VAPs virtualize association states and are separated from the physical APs. Specifically, each MT accessing the network will get a unique VAP from the SDN-WiFi controller, and each AP maintains a VAP table which contains the VAPs for all MTs associated with it. Fig. 5 shows the data process procedure under the SDN-WiFi architecture. Only the MTs which are assigned VAPs can get service from the network. In practical networks, the controller periodically updates the global information of the network by collecting the messages from all APs. Let T be the update interval, which can be dynamically adjusted according to the stability of the network status.
The APS-ANT program itself is an application running on top of the controller. When a new MT trying to connect to the network, the APS-ANT will select an AP for the MT and the controller will assign an unique VAP for the new MT. More specifically, after MT k broadcasts the ''ProbeRequest'' message, the controller runs APS-ANT to select an AP as well as assigns a VAP for MT k. Then the controller sends the VAP to the selected AP, and the selected AP adds this VAP to its VAP table and sends a ''Probe-Response'' message to MT k. In traditional AP selection schemes, the new MT needs to check each AP in the candidate list, and then chooses one to associate with. Using APS-ANT, the MT only needs to broadcast the ''Probe-Request'' message and then wait to receive the ''Probe-Response'' message from the selected AP. The AP selection process is performed by the co-operations of the SDN-WiFi controller and APs, which is mainly composed of two procedures:
Procedure 1 (Maintain and Update the Network Status): To maintain the global information of the network, each AP sends the local network status to the SDN-WiFi controller every T seconds. Since APs are usually stationary with fixed transmission power, the period T can be dynamically adjusted. The local network status consists of the signal strength of other APs it can receive, the signal strength RSSI ji between MT j and AP i, and the number of MTs which are currently associated with it. The SDN-WiFi controller keeps the global network status updated based on the local network status received from all APs.
Procedure 2 (Select an AP for MT k):
To access the network, MT k triggers the AP selection process by broadcasting a ''Probe-Request'' message. APs that receive the ''ProbeRequest'' message will send a ''Probe-Received'' message to the SDN-WiFi controller, including the information of the ID of MT k (e.g., the MAC address of MT k) and the RSSI. Through the received ''Probe-Received'' messages, the SDN-WiFi controller gets the candidate AP lists of MT k and runs the APS-ANT algorithm to select an appropriate AP to serve MT k. The details of the analysis of ANTs have been presented in Section IV. Then, only the selected AP sends a ''Probe-Response'' message to MT k. After receiving the ''Probe-Response'' message, MT k proceeds to perform a connection handshake with the selected AP.
It is seen in Fig. 6 that the SDN-WiFi controller manages the relationship between an AP and a MT by adding a VAP to the selected AP. More specifically, in our implementation, each MT has an unique VAP, so each AP contains several VAPs. In the current form, a VAP is represented by the following four-tuples: {MAC MT , I P MT , BSSI D VAP , SSI D VAP }', which takes up a fixed size of 16 bytes along with the length of the SSID. In the worst case, SSID takes 32 characters, and the overheads for a MT is 48 bytes. Obviously, it does not incur a significant memory load on the AP.
On the other hand, when a newly-coming MT needs to access the WLAN, APs that receive the ''Probe-Request'' message will send the information to the SDN-WiFi controller by a ''Probe-Received'' message. And the controller select an AP through APS-ANT and sends the information of the VAP to the selected AP. Since APs and the controller are connected by cables, sending ''Probe-Received'' messages and VAP information does not cause a significant overhead.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To evaluate the performance of APS-ANT, we next conduct simulations using ns-3 [24] . Three AP selection schemes are compared in the simulations:
APS-RSS: current default association scheme based on the received signal strength indication.
NSTA [25] : the MT selects the AP within transmission range that serves the lowest number of associated MTs. When several candidate AP have the same number of associated MTs, the MT will select an AP using APS-RSS among these APs.
APS-ANT: the controller selects an AP for the MT based on the achievable normalized throughputs the MT could obtain.
In our simulations, all nodes (including both APs and MTs) are compliant with IEEE 802.11b or IEEE 802.11n protocol. The mobility pattern of users can be regarded as quasistatic in the sense that users tend to remain in the same location for long periods. MTs join the network one by one, and MTs are served in a first-come-first-served manner. Once a MT is associated with an AP, the association remains until the end of the simulation.
We conduct the simulations with different number of MTs (e.g., 24, 32, 40, and 48). Table 2 shows the parameters used in the simulations. To avoid impacts caused by other factors, such as unfairness between uplink and downlink, unfairness of TCP flows, only UDP traffics are used and all traffics are from MTs to APs. In all simulations, the simulation time is set to 200 seconds.
The RTS/CTS mechanism is disabled by setting the RTS threshold to 9900 Bytes. However, it is not difficult to extend our work to the RTS/CTS mode. References [17] and [18] provide the methods to extend the ICN model and the Bianchi model to the RTS/CTS mode. Thus, to extend APS-ANT, we only need to make similar modifications to our throughput computation methods according to the analysis in [17] and [18] . In the simulations, the aggregate system saturation throughputs (ASST) is applied to validate the performance of AP selection schemes. The ASST contains the throughputs of all MTs when working on a saturated mode, thus, it can represent the capacity of the network.
Besides the ASST, Jain's fairness index [26] is taken into account to validate the fairness of AP selection schemes. Jain's fairness index can be computed by
where x i is the throughput of MT i and n is the number of MTs in the network.
In the simulations, the performance of three AP selection schemes in scenarios shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 are evaluated first. Then, a general network scenario with 8 APs are considered, meanwhile, the performance of these AP selection schemes with different number of MTs are evaluated.
A. SCENARIO SHOWN IN FIG. 2
In the simulation of the scenario shown in Fig. 2 , coordinates of three APs are (250, 250), (750, 250) and (1250, 250), respectively. MT1, MT2 and MT3 are associated with AP1. MT5, MT6 and MT7 are associated with AP3. MT7 is in the coverage areas of AP2 and AP3.
In APS-RSS and NSTA schemes, MT7 will choose AP2 to connect. Since inter-BSS competition will be taken into account in APS-ANT, AP3 will be selected for MT7. Simulation result shows that MT7 obtains the throughput of 269.08 Kbps if it is associated with AP2, and it obtains the throughput of 1,344.97 Kbps if it is associated with AP3. Furthermore, in APS-RSS and NSTA, the ASST and Jain's fairness index are 10.36 Mbps and 0.9, respectively. By contrast, the ASST and Jain's fairness index in APS-ANT are 10.6 Mbps and 0.98, respectively. In this scenario, APS-ANT can achieve better performance for both the MT and the whole system.
Obviously, in this scenario, it is necessary to take the inter-BSS competition among APs into account in the AP selection process.
In can be seen that the ASST is very close in different schemes. Because in our simulations, all MTs work in the saturated case. That is, no matter which AP selection scheme is used, APs and MTs will make best efforts to transmit, and the ASST is close to the network capacity. Furthermore, the ASST is limited by the spatial reuse of the network.
In this scenario, constrained by the physical interference and the CSMA protocol, the maximum aggregate normalized throughput is close to 2, corresponding to the case in which there is one transmission in AP1 and AP3, respectively. Thus, the ASST of APS-ANT, NSTA and the RSSI-based method is close to 2 (the normalized throughput). However, the throughput distributions among MTs could be quite different. In APS-RSS and NSTA, MT7 is associated with AP2, it will obtain close-to-zero normalized throughput, while in APS-ANT MT7 is associated with AP3, it will receive roughly 0.25 normalized throughput. In this sense, APS-ANT achieves better fairness among MTs without reducing the aggregate link throughput.
B. SCENARIO SHOWN IN FIG. 3 In the scenario shown in Fig. 3 , coordinates of two APs are (250, 250) and (750, 250), respectively. In APS-RSS, MT1-5 will connect to AP1, and MT6, MT7 will connect to AP2. Simulation result shows that the ASST of APS-RSS is 10.46 Mbps, and the fair index is 0.82. In NSTA, MT1, MT2, MT5 and MT7 will choose AP1, and MT3, MT4 and MT6 will choose AP2. The ASST is 10.55 Mbps, and the fair index is 0.98. When AP is selected through APS-ANT, MT1, MT2, MT3 and MT4 will connect to AP1, and MT5, MT6, MT7 will connect to AP2. The ASST is 10.55 Mbps, and the fair index is 0.98.
Since the data rate is the same, the results of NSTA is the same as APS-ANT because the number of MTs in each BSS is the same in this two schemes. APS-ANT and NSTA can get a higher ASST and achieve better fairness among MTs than APS-RSS.
C. GENERAL SCENARIOS WITH 8 APS
In order to further verify the performance of APS-ANT, we conduct simulations for a network with eight APs that are randomly located within an area of 1500×1500 meters. The locations of MTs are randomly generated, and APS-ANT, NSTA and APS-RSS select APs for them respectively. For each network setting, we repeat the process 10 times, then gather the throughputs of MTs and compare them with the analytical results.
To evaluate the performance of AP selection schemes with different load, different number of MTs are considered in the simulations. Table 3 compares the ASST and Jain's fair index of APS-ANT, NSTA and APS-RSS with different number of MTs. As explained in Section VI-A, the ASST of all AP selection schemes with different MTs is very close, and it is limited by the spatial reuse of the network.
As can be seen, the fairness of APS-ANT is much better than that of NSTA and APS-RSS, which means the APS-ANT can guarantee the QoS for more MTs. Table 3 shows NSTA is slightly better than APS-RSS in fairness, even worse than APS-RSS when the number of MTs is 48. The reason is NSTA also ignores the channel competition among APs. Compared with APS-ANT, under APS-RSS and NSTA more MTs select APs that get lower ANT when competing with other APs, which leads to an unsatisfactory QoS for these MTs. Generally, APS-ANT improves the QoS for MTs without reducing the ASST.
To evaluate the accuracy of our computation on ASST, we next compare the ASST computed by our theoretical method with the simulated results. As seen in Table 4 , the computed ASSTs are higher than the simulated results. The reason is that when we consider the inter-BSS channel competition in Section IV, MTs in the overlapped areas which are not associated with the AP also effect the ANTs of the BSS, while we did not consider this factor in our analysis. In spite of this, the results indicate that our analysis on ASST has high accuracy.
The cases of IEEE 802.11n environment are also considered in the simulations. Table 5 shows the parameters used in IEEE 802.11n simulations. And the results of ASST and Jain's fair index under different AP selection schemes in the environment of IEEE 802.11n are showed in Table 6 and Table 7 . Table 6 shows the simulated ASST and Jain's fair index under different AP selection schemes. It is seen that APS-ANT still gets the best Jain's fair index, meanwhile it obtains slightly higher ASST. Furthermore, the results in Table 6 demonstrate that NSTA is not better than APS-RSS when the APs are working on the same channel. This is because the number of MTs which is the selection metric in NSTA cannot fully represent the load of APs. Table 7 shows the deviation of ASST between the computation and simulation results in IEEE 802.11n. Different from Table 4 , the computed ASSTs are lower than the simulated results in the settings of IEEE 802.11n. The reason is that the Bianchi's model does not consider the frame aggregation and block ACK which are used in IEEE 802.11n to improve the throughput. So the Bianchi's model needs to be improved to get more accurate results although the results is highly accurate in Table 7 .
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper has proposed a mechanism, APS-ANT, to select an AP for the MT in WLANs based on the achievable normalized throughputs of MTs. APS-ANT considers a large-scale WLAN with dense deployments of APs. We first analyze the ANTs of a BSS when competing for the channel, and then analyze the impact of competition and collisions among MTs within a BSS. Based on ANTs the MTs can obtain, the controller selects an appropriate AP for the MT to associate with. Simulations show that APS-ANT gets a much better fair index among MTs and also improve the QoS of MTs.
Furthermore, we implement APS-ANT under the SDN-WiFi architecture. In the near further, we will set up a practical WLAN based on SDN-WiFi to validate the performance of APS-ANT.
